Deliver better software faster

Unify dev, ops, and product owners through a single analytics platform

We believe that to be a successful software business, companies need to embrace new methods, tools, and technology for delivering better software, faster. The New Relic Software Analytics Cloud is designed to help companies drive collaborative, data-driven innovation by providing a single point of analysis for the application performance, customer experience, and business outcomes of their software-driven business. The result: better alignment between product owners, developers, and operations, and a better product for your customers.

Proactive Application Performance Management

- Monitor performance across applications, browsers, devices, containers, and cloud infrastructure
- Proactively pinpoint root cause production problems anywhere in the stack
- Empower developers and ops with advanced performance analytics via New Relic Insights

Customer Experience Management

- Measure customer experience across all users, for web and mobile channels
- Understand customer behavior and evolve engagement tactics accordingly
- Get front-end optimization (FEO) initiatives off the ground with rich browser-side performance data

Software Business Analytics

- Create a data-driven culture across developers, operations, and business stakeholders
- Ask vital questions and instantly retrieve actionable data regardless of technical expertise
- Analyze feature changes with complex questions about your software and customers
No heavy lifting required


- **Multi-tenant architecture:** Designed to process of billions of events within sub-second query times.
- **SaaS:** Can deliver value out-of-the box within minutes. Avoids the complexity of managing on-premises systems.
- **Powerful analytics:** Powered by New Relic Insights and New Relic Database, provides iterative exploration into customer experience at a granular level across vast range of dimensions. Users can drill into data through a visual point and click interface, or through the New Relic Query Language (NRQL).
- **Unified capabilities:** Consolidates alerts, dashboards, and analytics across various New Relic products into a single view.
- **Extensible platform:** Helps you do even more with partner integrations, open APIs, and over a hundred of plugins.
- **Highly secure (SOC II Type 2):** Protects sensitive information and provides additional data and privacy controls.

Why New Relic
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**Product First**
As a product-first company, we bring both broad capabilities and consumer-grade experiences to enterprise software.
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**Pure SaaS**
You can get value in minutes and not have to worry about upgrades with our multi-tenant architecture.
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**Data for All**
We help give developers, ops, and product owners the power to make better decisions and be more data-driven.

Being data-driven has never been easier

Find out why more than 500,000 users and 12,000 paid business accounts trust New Relic to tap into the billions of real-time metrics from their production software. Give the New Relic Software Analytics Cloud a try at [www.newrelic.com](http://www.newrelic.com).